A quite common practice, even in academic literature, is to simplify a decision problem and model it as a cost-minimizing problem. In fact, some type of models has been standardized to minimization problems, like Quadratic Assignment Problems QAPs , where a maximization formulation would be treated as a "generalized" QAP and not solvable by many of the specially designed softwares for QAP. Ignoring revenues when modeling a decision problem works only if costs can be separated from the decisions influencing revenues. More often than we think this is not the case, and minimizing costs will not lead to maximized profit. This will be demonstrated using spreadsheets to solve a small example. The example is also used to demonstrate other pitfalls in network models: the inability to generally balance the problem or allocate costs in advance, and the tendency to anticipate a specific type of solution and thereby make constraints too limiting when formulating the problem.
Introduction
Very often decision problems are modeled as a cost-minimization problem. In particular network models mostly have a minimization objective. The reasoning is of course that the specific decision situation does not influence income, so minimizing costs would lead to maximized profit. However very few businesses have fixed revenues; and decisions influencing costs may eventually also influence income.
It is regarded good modelling practice to simplify a model as much as possible and only include what seems to accurately describe the relevant characteristics, making a valid representation of the decision problem. For business problems, revenues are relevant for most situations-minimum costs are often achieved by doing nothing. The reason for doing something is normally revenues. Thus a valid model often would require considering both revenues and costs, unless we aim for doing nothing.
The example used throughout the paper is based on a network model. In addition to the objective, some other modelling aspects are also discussed. Firstly it is noticed that balancing network models generally is not possible in advance, but modelling techniques 2 Advances in Decision Sciences make the balancing task unnecessary. Similarly calculating product costs in advance of a solution is generally not possible, but cost allocation is not needed if the problem is formulated wisely. A general point about too tight or limiting constraints is made using transhipment nodes, as an example.
The example is initially used as a cost-minimizing problem. Then difficulties that may arise if capacity problems occur are discussed; do we want to minimize the costs or maximize the service level? And finally, should we not be maximizing profit?
On the other hand, if we have a minimization objective, then we easily may be in trouble. As supply constraints basically are of the form ≤, then the demand constraints cannot be of the type ≤ also. A minimization objective will in that case select the zero solution for all decision variables. To avoid such a trivial conclusion the demand constraints are usually converted to the type ≥, even though this does not necessarily imply that all the demand consists of contracts of minimum deliveries. Unfortunately, this conversion of the demand constraints quite often makes the problem infeasible. Again, we can use back orders instead of virtual dummy nodes and arcs. Thus we do not need to balance transportation/network problems; if the solution is feasible, then we are done, then if not we have to add back orders to our model. Back orders are for real, and no virtual dummies required.
Minimizing Objective in Network Models
Network models seem to have a minimization objective as default, except for the maximum flow problem. Also transportation problems default to a minimization objective 1, 2 . But even for minimization problems problems with no revenues, only costs , there is no need to add virtual dummy nodes and arcs to balance the problem. If total supply exceeds total demand then the model would return a solution not using all of the supply, and still satisfying all demand the cheapest way. However, if total demand exceeds total supply, the problem is infeasible. In such cases the problem at hand can be solved in two stages. In the first stage new variables representing back orders are added, and total back orders are minimized. A second stage is necessary to find the cheapest way to make the actual deliveries, where a new constraint is added assuring that total back orders still equal its minimum number.
Also for maximization problems there would be no need for virtual dummy nodes and arcs-the model would simply use as much of the recourses needed to satisfy any profitable demand, with no balancing required. If total supply exceeds total demand, then the model would return a solution maximizing profit, not needing to use all of the supply. If total demand exceeds total supply, then the model would satisfy as much as possible measured in value, not necessary quantities of the profitable demand, within the capacities. This of course assumes that the demand constraint is of the type ≤ which guarantees feasibility. If there also are demand constraints requiring large minimum deliveries, the problem may become infeasible. Again back orders may come to rescue. In the first stage the sum of back orders preferably valued at their selling prices or contribution margins is minimized. The second stage then maximizes profit, without increasing the value of the total back orders.
There is one problem with back orders though-in minimization problems, quantities are added without any common unit, unless it is a single commodity model. If back orders could be valued, then this problem would be reduced, but then we most likely also would have a maximization objective, and the infeasibility problem would normally not exist. Valuing back orders at their selling price would probably also highly correspond to how the customers rank the importance of receiving the commodities.
However, the main problem of minimizing costs is that we most likely are solving the wrong problem; we are not making as much profit as possible.
An Example: Recycling Paper Products
The example in Figure 1 will be used to demonstrate some of the general issues discussed above. This example is taken from 3 . In Figure 1 we have nodes 1-4 representing the supply of different types of waste paper for recycling newspaper, mixed paper, white office paper, and cardboard . The numbers in boxes to the left of the supply nodes indicate the number of tons in stock, ready to be processed next planning period, like 70 tons of newspaper node 1 . The waste paper can be processed in two different recycling processes, represented by node 5 and 6. A recycling process will first transform the waste paper to paper pulp, and then using the paper pulp to produce different types of end products. The end products are displayed as nodes 7-9 paper pulp for newsprint, packaging paper, and print stock quality paper . The demand for the end products is listed in the boxes to the right of the demand nodes, like 60 tons of paper pulp for newsprint node 7 . A zero in the boxes above/below the transit nodes representing the recycling processes indicates that the net inflow must be at least zero. In this example it corresponds to the fact that the total amount of paper pulp that has been processed from the inputs must at least equal the total amount of paper pulp that has been processed to outputs. The arc from node 1 to 5 indicates the flow of newspaper used in recycle process A, and the cost per ton along this arc is displayed as $13. A similar interpretation applies for the other currency numbers, the cost per ton of flow along the arc. The recycling process transforms waste paper to paper pulp, but the yield is not 1 : 1. One ton of newspaper used in recycling process A yields only 0.9 ton of paper pulp, displayed as 90% along the arc 1,5 in the graph. The same interpretation applies to the other % values along the arcs, the yield associated with the transformation of the flow along the arc. The paper pulp is then transformed to different types for newsprint, packaging paper, and print stock quality paper , but the yield is still not 1 : 1. One ton paper pulp produced in recycling process A node 5 will only result in 0.95 tons of newsprint node 7 , and the cost is $5 per ton of paper pulp processed, as listed along the arc 5, 7 .
Formulating an LP Model for the Transshipment Network
To formalize this problem we define the symbols in Table 1 .
The lower case symbols with indexes are constant parameters, as q h representing the supply capacity at node h, whereas X k,l is the decision variable for the problem, representing 
. , s t d} A
The set of arcs
Quantity of flow from node k to node l k, l ∈ {A} W j Quantity of back orders at node j j ∈ {D} the flows along the arcs. In the example this corresponds to the number of tons of different waste paper to use in the two recycling processes, and the number of ton of paper pulp to refine to end products. For example, X 3, 6 would represent the number of tons of white office paper used in recycling process B, and X 5,9 would represent the number of tons of paper pulp processed in recycling process A and refined to pulp for print stock quality paper. An LP formulation for this example could be made as follows.
Objective function. We probably want to minimize the cost associated with the recycling activity, as we do not have any information on revenues. The total cost Expenses can be computed as
Minimize the total cost of flows for all arcs set A in the network, that is, minimize the total sum of unit cost × quantity c k,l · X k,l . Constraints. We must make sure that we do not use more waste paper than we actually have in stock:
Total sum of quantities flowing out of a supply node to the transit nodes cannot exceed the capacity of the same supply node. This requirement applies to all supply nodes set S . node 8 Pulp for packaging paper 0.90X 5,9 0.95X 6,9 ≥ 50 node 9 Pulp for print stock quality paper
We also have to make sure that the amount of paper pulp refined does not exceed the amount of paper pulp processed in each recycling process:
Total net amount flowing into a transit node must at least cover the total amount flowing out of the same transit node. This requirement applies to all transit nodes set T . Finally we must ensure that the net amount of various types of refined paper pulp satisfies the demand:
Total net amount flowing into a demand node must at least satisfy demand in that node. This requirement applies to all demand nodes set D .
Of course the nonnegative assumptions must hold: X k,l ≥ 0 for all k, l ∈ A. An algebraic formulation replacing symbols with data will transform the equations as listed in Table 2 . Note that 5.4 assumes that all demand is constrained by lower limits and no upper limits.
An efficient layout of the spreadsheet would consist of two tables: one table for the arcs set A computing the objective function and one table for the nodes sets S, T, and D computing the constraints 3 . Observe that all indexes on the sum symbols for 5.2 , 5.3 and 5.4 are simply referring to set N in the spreadsheet implementation, displayed in Figure 2 .
The optimal solution has a minimum cost of $3149.46 when satisfying all demand at its minimum levels. This deploys all supply of collected paper, except for 4.63 tons of cardboard unused. 
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Constraints Should Not Be Limiting
The constraints in 5.3 need to be commented. A transshipment node is a node with both a flow in and a flow out. Most network and transport models are treating constraints for the transshipment nodes as equal constraints. However this implies that increasing inventories or disposal of unused items is not possible: sum in sum out, for each transshipment node. Generally this is not always the case; quite often it is possible to store or dispose items at the transshipment nodes. In that case the constraints should be of the form ≥; as in 5.3 . Constraints of the form are better suited for identities or definitions, like starting inventory sum in -sum out ending inventory.
When formulating a problem, we need to keep in mind that the constraints have to be correct for all feasible solutions, not only for the optimal solution. This of course implies that we should not anticipate a solution and formulate constraints of the form just because an inequality constraint will be satisfied as an equal constraint in the optimal solution. We should not be solving a problem when formulating it. Only if we have problems finding the optimal solution, then we should use such "tricks", and then we must be aware that replacing inequality constraints with equal constraints also affects the interpretation of the sensitivity analysis. 
What Happens If We Are Short of Supply or Capacities?
Assume for now that the supply for newspaper is only 55 tons node 1 . Without the knowledge from the solution in Figure 2 we have no clue whether we can satisfy demand or not. If we try to solve the problem, then we will get an error message telling that it is infeasible. Then we know that we are short of supply and, therefore, unable to satisfy all demand. However we cannot just reverse the ≥ inequalities in 5.4 to ≤, since the minimization objective then will guide all decision variables to zero. A quick fix 3 will be to also reverse the inequalities in 5.2 and 5.3 . Such a formulation will then force the use of all supply also in the recycling process , as the minimization objective will assure that we do not use more than available anyway. It is worth considering the objective function in this reversed formulation. What are we actually trying to achieve? It turns out that the objective is to empty the inventories the cheapest way. However, it is not correct that the solution will satisfy as much as possible of the demand. In Figure 3 the minimum cost of emptying all inventories is 2854.59, leaving unsatisfied demand of nearly 14.72 tons of print stock pulp. Unfortunately this solution is node 8 Pulp for packaging paper 0.90X 5,9 0.95X 6,9 W 9 ≥ 50 node 9 Pulp for print stock quality paper node 8 Pulp for packaging paper 0.90X 5,9 0.95X 6,9 ≤ 50 node 9 Pulp for print stock quality paper not satisfying as much as possible of total demand; a lower level of unsatisfied demand can be achieved with the same quantities of supply. It should be noted that balancing the problem by adding a dummy supply node and dummy arcs instead of using the quick fix of reversing the constraints will not escape this dilemma-we will still not satisfy as much as possible of total demand-if we insist on minimizing costs. This dilemma cannot be resolved unless we modify the objective function.
Do We Want to Satisfy as Much as Possible of the Demand?
If we want to satisfy demand to the fullest extent, then we have to replace the objective of minimizing costs. One way to satisfy as much as possible of the demand is to minimize total back orders.
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We now have two sets of decision variables: the flows X k,l and the back orders; W j , representing the quantities ordered by customer j but not delivered within the planning period. One possible solution to this problem requires a procedure in two stages.
First Stage
Objective Function. The lowest level of unsatisfied demand is achieved by minimizing total back orders. Often this is described as the highest possible service level. This can be computed as:
Minimize the total sum of back orders from all customers. Constraints. As in the original formulation we must make sure that we do not use more of the supply than we have in stock see 5.2 .
We still have to make sure that the amount of paper pulp processed in each recycling process corresponds to the amount of paper pulp refined see 5.3 .
Finally we must ensure that the amount of various types of refined paper pulp, including any back orders, satisfies the demand:
8.2
Total net amount flowing into a demand node, including back orders for that node, must at least satisfy the demand in that node. This requirement applies to all demand nodes set D .
As before the nonnegative assumptions must hold: X k,l ≥ 0 for all k, l ∈ A, and W j ≥ 0 for all j ∈ D. The problem in stage 1 is almost identical to the original LP formulation, where 8.1 is replacing the objective function in 5.1 ; 5.2 and 5.3 are unchanged, and 5.4 is slightly modified to 8.2 , where back orders now are included.
The optimal solution to this problem in stage 1, Z * , is the minimum amount of back orders. However we have so far not considered the costs of the flows in the network, therefore the actual flows is not necessarily carried out the cheapest possible way.
Second Stage
To make sure that we achieve the minimum amount of back orders the cheapest way, we have to resolve the problem. This time the objective again is to minimize costs, as in 5.1 for the original problem. But we have to add a new constraint, limiting the total back orders to the minimum value Z * :
Total sum of back orders from all customers cannot exceed the minimum sum of back orders.
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The second stage will then use the objective function in 5.1 from the original problem, the constraints in 5.2 , 5.3 , and 8.2 from stage 1, and the new constraint in 8.3 . We need only modify the model from stage 1 by replacing the objective function and add the new constraint in 8. 3 .
In Figure 4 , the solution for stage 1, we learn that the minimum amount of back orders Z * is 3.97 tons of pulp for the final products. This solution from stage 1 will then be used as an upper limit of back orders, when the costs of flows in the network are minimized in stage 2. The solution at stage 1 delivers 10.8 tons more than the quick fix solution in Figure 3 , which was short of nearly 14.72 tons of print stock pulp node 9 . Even though the solution in Figure 4 picks packing paper pulp node 8 as the sole "customer" for back order, this may be altered in stage 2.
In Figure 5 , the solution of stage 2, we see that node 8 still is the only node with back orders. However the cost of the flows in Figure 4 of 3198.27 has been reduced to 3159.21 in Figure 5 . This is still considerably larger than the cost of 2854.59 in Figure 3 , where the service level is quite low measured in tons of back orders . We see that maintaining a high service level has caused a cost increase of nearly 11%, compared to an increase of nearly 271% in back orders if service levels are neglected.
How About Maximizing Profit?
Most business people would prefer to maximize profit in replacement for minimizing costs. Let us for now assume that the demand of 60, 40, and 50 represents orders received, but binding contracts for deliveries have not yet been signed. If we believe that we cannot make any more sales, this will then be the upper limit. A cost minimization formulation would still have to treat these orders as lower limits. Let us introduce a market, and the selling price p j is 40, 25, and 30 for each ton of the finished products in node 7, 8, and 9 paper pulp for newsprint, packaging paper, and print stock quality paper . Note that it is impossible to calculate the contribution margin for the end products, as we need to know how they are produced before we can calculate their costs. Luckily we do not need to know the contribution margin for each unit sold to solve a LP model.
Only slight modifications to the original LP formulation are needed. Just replace the objective in 5.1 with a maximization objective for profit, and reverse the inequality to ≤ in 5.4 , as the received orders now become upper limits on sales.
Objective Function. We want to maximize profit, equal to the revenues from the sales less the cost of the flows in the network:
Maximize total result, equal to total revenues minus total costs. Constraints. We must make sure that we do not use more waste paper than we actually have in stock see 5.2 .
We also have to make sure that the amount of paper pulp processed in each recycling process corresponds to the amount of paper pulp refined see 5.3 . Finally we must ensure that the net amount of various types of refined paper pulp sold does not exceed the demand:
Total net amount flowing into a demand node cannot exceed total demand in that node. This requirement applies to all demand nodes set D .
Of course the nonnegative assumptions must hold: X k,l ≥ 0 for all k, l ∈ A. Observe that we do not need variables for back orders. If we do not have capacity to complete all orders, then the maximization objective will make sure that we deliver as much as is profitable, we do not need to use lower limits on demand to force deliveries to be made.
Even in the case that we have made obligations of minimum deliveries we could use the demand as an upper limit. If these upper limits are not binding, then either we are short of supply or the demand is unprofitable. In any case we should renegotiate the contracts. In the case we run out of capacity, we can suggest back orders, or in the case of unprofitable orders we may opt for canceling the contracts. The introduction of markets in Figure 6 reveals that we are not short of supply-we are short of profitable customers. The optimal solution leaves out more than 33 tons of cardboard unused. Production of newsprint pulp and print stock pulp nodes 7 and 9 equals maximum demand whereas the production of packing paper is less profitable; only 4.81 tons are produced compared to the maximum demand of 40 tons node 8 . As we have capacity to produce more 33 tons of cardboard unused , we must conclude that it is not profitable to produce more. In this case we should not negotiate for back orders; we should simply not accept more orders.
The maximum profit for this problem is 1727.06. If we were to use the solution from Figure 3 which minimized the costs, then we would generate a profit of 1603.96; compared to a profit of 1641.61 if we had completed the solution from Figure 5 which minimized back orders.
However a different price structure could easily reverse the profit ranking of the two minimizing objective models. If we swap prices for nodes 8 and 9, then we get the solution displayed in Figure 7 .
At these prices all products are profitable, and the solution has made it clear that we are short of capacity, not able to satisfy all of the demand. This did not prevent a feasible solutionand the solution also tells us where we should place the back orders, namely, on node 9 print stock pulp . This agrees with the quick fix solution in Figure 3 , except that the quantities supplied are much larger. When maximizing profit, then we deliver 41.63 tons of print stock pulp Figure 7 ; when minimizing costs, we deliver only 35.28 tons Figure 3 , even though both solutions utilizes all of our supply of raw materials nodes 1-4 , and they both satisfy demand completely for the other nodes. This should come to no surprise-if we are minimizing costs, then we deliver as little as possible-if we are maximizing profit, then we deliver as much as possible assuming that the deliveries are profitable .
If we compare the profit we may earn when using the quantities from the cost minimization in Figure 3 and from the back order minimization in Figure 5 , we get a profit of 1627.54 and 1571.78, respectively, compared to the maximum profit of 1668.08 in Figure 7 .
Conclusion
Minimizing costs is a de facto standard in network models. Minimum costs are normally achieved by doing nothing. If there are constraints prohibiting such a solution, the minimization objective will lead us to do as little as possible. The examples demonstrate this clearly; when minimizing costs, then we deliver 6.35 tons less than when maximizing profit compare Figure 3 and Figure 7 . Obviously we do not make as much profit when minimizing costs as when we are maximizing profit. Only if all demand is satisfied at its upper limit, then we get the same solution.
The role of the objective function is critical in the model formulation of a problem, but its interpretation is most often relative to the constraints. The constraints, however, normally can be formulated and interpreted without a particular objective in mind. If a logical set of constraints have to be changed to make a particular objective function to work, then we may be in more trouble than we realize.
Assuming that we do not make unprofitable binding contracts for minimum deliveries, then demand limits should be the type of an upper limit. If orders received are profitable to make, a profit maximization formulation will make sure that we deliver as much as we can, and any unsatisfied demand should be converted to back orders. Binding lower limits of demand just points out that we have made unprofitable contracts, and they should be renegotiated. A cost-minimization formulation, however, requires that we change this set of logical constraints to avoid the zero solution of doing nothing; we are forced to reverse the upper limits for demand to lower limits. If the new set of constraints makes this problem infeasible, then all constraints in the new set must be reversed as in Figure 3 . How do we interpret the objective function to minimize costs in these cases? Minimizing the costs for doing what? Balancing the problem does not alter this situation.
In cost-minimization problems we can avoid reversing all constraints to make the problem feasible, by introducing back orders. This requires a solution procedure in two stages: in stage 1 we minimize back orders Figure 4 , and in stage 2 we minimize costs making sure that back orders do not exceed their minimum level Figure 5 . This way we avoid doing as little as possible, but we increase the service level at the expense of higher costs. Most likely however, we still are solving the wrong problem-we normally would like to maximize profit Figure 6 .
We have also seen that balancing network models is not necessary to formulate and solve such problems, and neither does a profit maximization formulation require that we calculate unit profits for the sales products, which require an allocation of costs. In fact none if these tasks are generally possible until after the optimal solution has been found. We cannot generally tell if a problem is balanced or not beforehand, and we cannot tell which costs occur until we know how the products are made. The examples demonstrate that optimal production plans can be found without knowing unit profits or contribution margins.We do need prices though; we cannot make any profits without prices to calculate the revenues.
A final teaching note can be made regarding spreadsheets, used trough out this article. Spreadsheets is extremely flexible and versatile, and quite suitable for LP problems. The layout of the spreadsheet can mimic the algebraic formulation with data see Tables 2-4 , not requiring any extra thoughts for how to build the LP model in the spreadsheet. Use one column for each of the variables, and one column for the RHS. Use one row for the values of the variables, one row for the objective, and one row for each of the constraints. However, clever utilization of the flexibility offered by spreadsheets, brilliantly displayed in 3 , can often pay off enormously. Further, spreadsheets have become a serious challenger to well established optimization software 4 .
